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R

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
TETRiS components
Vertical Edge Strip (VES) - 75mm high

T Block (T300 / T600) - 90, 100, 120, 140, 160mm thick

Gap Strip (TGS) - 75mm thick

150mm Beam vertical edge details Beam position against wall

Concrete block used to bridge gap between wall and beam

Optional gas membrane draped over TETRiS
blocks and built into coursework
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175mm Beam vertical edge details Beam position against wall

Concrete block used to bridge gap between wall and beam
Optional underfloor heating system:
Pipes fixed directly to TETRiS blocks

ZERO cold bridging
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225mm Beam vertical edge details Beam position against wall

Concrete block used to bridge gap between wall and beam

Optional underfloor heating system:
Pipes cable-tied to a D49 steel mesh
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
TETRiS components
Vertical Edge Strip (VES) - 75mm high

T Block (T300 / T600) - 90, 100, 120, 140, 160mm thick

Gap Strip (TGS) - 75mm thick

Vertical edge options - Timber frame buildings
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150mm (min)

Concrete finish flows into void to produce
level wall for sole plate to be fixed to

Sole plate fixed to retaining wall
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Strip of Cellecta XFLOOR 250 extruded
polystyrene placed in cavity to act as a retaining
wall and eliminate cold bridging.

Double and triple beams
TETRiS Gap Strip (TGS) supplied
pre-cut to suit specific beam used

Beams set at 300 or 600mm centres

Beams set at 300 or 600mm centres

Fig. 10

Non-load bearing partitions
100mm
(max)

Lightweight non-load bearing concrete block
partition walls(1) built parallel to the beams
MUST be constructed directly above the
floor beam(s).

Lightweight partition walls not exceeding
0.75kNm2 can be built anywhere off the
finished floor.

75mm 75mm

Zone over which partition can
be constructed up to 75mm each
side on the centre line of the beam.

Fig. 11

Underfloor heating systems
100mm
(max)

Lightweight non-load bearing concrete
block partition walls(1) can be positioned
anywhere when built perpendicular to
the beams.

Option 1
Secure the underfloor heating pipes to the TETRiS blocks with ‘U’
anchors at the desired centres and cover with the structural concrete.
Install the heating manifold at a later stage.

Fig. 12

Fig. 13
Floor beam

(1)

Option 2
Cover the TETRiS blocks with a D49 steel mesh, cable-tie the underfloor
heating pipes to the mesh at the desired centres and cover with the
structural concrete. Install the heating manifold at a later stage.

100mm thick x 2.4m high wall, constructed from concrete blocks with a
maximum density of 1400kg/m3, exerting a maximum load of 4.40kN/m
run. Heavier partitions may need to be built directly off the concrete beam,
a concrete block or sacrificial wall.

Fig. 14
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